
Module Adsense
adsense

Due TikiWiki usues the Smarty Template System you need to use the proper tags, but it's very simple. In
my case I've created a folder inside my TikiWiki root called "adsense".
Follow this simple steps:

1). Make a file that contains your Google Adense code and save it as you like with the .htm extension. (in
my case "VinculosDer.htm")
2). Go to Admin -> Modules in your TikiWiki and Create a new module with name and title yow desire but
with the Data:
missing page for plugin INCLUDE
as in my case
make sure your path match with your adsense file previously created.
3). Assign the module. (Right Border in My case)

THAT'S IT!!!
You can see this working in my TikiWiki Site at: www.colombiatech.com/miembros
Best Regards...
Francisco Javier Palomino
Webmaster ColombiaTech

Hello... I have tried these instructions and it getting a reading problem. Also, there was two attached files
on one of these postings. I believe I made an udderly simple mistake.

Excuse me, but the above link does have ads, but does not seem to be a tikiwiki site. Please confirm,
thanks
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THERE IS A SIMPLE WAY TO PUT GOOGLE ADSENSE IN YOUR TIKIWIKI
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Due TikiWiki usues the Smarty Template System you need to use the proper tags, but it's very simple. In
my case I've created a folder inside my TikiWiki root called "adsense".
Follow this simple steps:

1). Make a file that contains your Google Adense code and save it as you like with the .htm extension. (in
my case "VinculosDer?.htm")
2). Go to Admin -> Modules in your TikiWiki and Create a new module with name and title yow desire but
with the Data:
missing page for plugin INCLUDE
as in my case
make sure your path match with your adsense file previously created.
3). Assign the module. (Right Border in My case)

THAT'S IT!!!
You can see this working in my TikiWiki Site at: www.colombiatech.com/miembrosexternal link
Best Regards...
Francisco Javier Palomino

https://doc.tiki.org/adsense
http://www.colombiatech.com/miembros
http://www.colombiatech.com/miembrosexternal


Webmaster ColombiaTech?
===

It cant be as hard it seems, can it?
I followed by the instructions but I get the following error:

Warning: Smarty error: unable to read resource: "../wiki/adsense/leaderboard_text.htm" in
/home/computer/public_html/wiki/english/lib/smarty/libs/Smarty.class.php on line 1095

I have tried a couple different ways but now I just want to keep it simple so it can work.

Hi, You do not need the two files provided by other user. Simply make sure you upload your own file with
your Adsense Code and then include his path in the new module. missing page for plugin INCLUDE
. Make sure your path match with your file.

FRANCISCO JAVIER PALOMINO

Possible variants for details
The recommended form of inclusion of Google Adsense was here applied with success, too. (Many thanks,
extremely helpful!)

The following minor variant might be of interest:
If you want to keep the directory tree of external software - like tikiwiki - unmodified,
so you could place own extensions into a separate directory tree, named for example /add/
This is also a good decision if you have more than 1 Tikiwiki-Sites on the
server (or account of shared hosting).

The call slightly differs in this case: missing page for plugin INCLUDE
It has been applied here this way, with success.
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